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FILLING THE GAP: BUILDING A CTX-BASED DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL MOSAIC OF THE SOUTH
POLE OF MARS D. P. Mayer (dpmayer@usgs.gov), and K. H. Herkenhoff, Astrogeology Science Center, United
States Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ.
Introduction: Digital terrain models (DTMs) are
foundational products within planetary spatial data infrastructures (PSDIs). DTMs provide information
about the three-dimensional shape of planetary surfaces, thereby enabling a range of primary scientific research as well as providing crucial information for
planning future remote sensing observations.
There is currently no systematic topographic data
available poleward of 87.3°S latitude on Mars. The orbital inclination of Mars Global Surveyor permitted
only limited collection of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) measurements over this region and although
some HRSC DTMs of this area have been released,
coverage is incomplete (~35 % coverage) and the grid
spacing of the available HRSC DTMs varies from 50
meters to 100 meters.
By contrast, the Context Camera (CTX) on the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has imaged
>98% of the area from 87°S to the pole, including extensive areas of repeat coverage at multiple viewing
angles. These areas of repeat coverage create the po tential for topographic information can be extracted via
stereo photogrammetry. Here, we describe our efforts
to identify candidate CTX stereo image pairs and begin
extracting DTMs from them in order to construct a
DTM mosaic to fill the southern “pole gap.”
Identifying Candidate Stereopairs: There is currently no publicly available list of targeted CTX stereopairs. However, CTX often collects data at the same
time as MRO’s HiRISE camera in so-called “ridealong” mode, and metadata describing targeted HiRISE
stereopairs are available through the Planetary Data
System (PDS). We have identified 88 candidate CTX
stereopairs within the “pole gap” by cross-referencing
the orbit numbers and locations of CTX images with
those of images in targeted HiRISE stereopairs. (Figure
1).
Additional, serendipitous, CTX stereopairs can be
identified by analyzing the relationship between viewing and illumination geometry between pairs of intersecting CTX images. We have used criteria for the
identification of stereo image pairs based on [1] and
the ISIS3 program isisminer to automatically identify
>3000 candidate CTX stereopairs that intersect the
“pole gap.”
Stereo Image Processing: The large number of
candidate stereopairs underlines the need for an automated approach to stereo image processing and DTM
extraction. For this reason, we have chosen to use the

NASA Ames Stereo Pipeline (ASP). ASP is a free software package that enables for the highly-automated
creation of potentially large batches of DTMs from
stereo image data collected by a variety of sensors, in cluding CTX [2,3].

Figure 1: Map of the south polar region on Mars from
82°S to the pole. Basemap is MOLA colorized hillshade. Grey region from 87.3°S and south is the "pole
gap" where no systematic topographic information exists. Black-outlined polygons represent footprints of
CTX candidate stereopairs based on ridealongs with
targeted HiRISE stereopairs.
Not all of the identified candidate stereopairs are
expected to yield usable DTMs because of the near
certainty that some images will be cloudy, contain ex cessive spacecraft “jitter,” or because the surface is
characterized by flat, featureless terrain at the scale of
CTX spatial resolution. Nonetheless, ASP provides
multiple measures of feature matching quality that
make the problem of identifying poor-quality stereopairs tractable.
We are currently testing several of combinations of
stereo matching algorithms and parameterizations
available in ASP by applying them to candidate CTX
stereopairs in order to determine a configuration that
produces the largest number of usable DTMs from image data of the unique terrains of Mars’ south polar re gion. Our early results indicate that at least 1500 of the
>3000 candidate stereopairs produce viable DTMs.
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Next Steps: At the conference, we will present a
preliminary DTM mosaic, describe efforts to co-register DTMs both to one another and to an absolute reference, and discuss lessons learned in the hope that they
will inform other efforts to produce regional DTM mosaics of bodies in the solar system using stereo photogrammetry.
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